Hunt Longer!

Exclusive Shadow Hunter® Silent Window™ System

Quiet adjustable windows

Featuring ShadowTech Construction Grade Aluminum Siding

• Multi-layer construction for a blind that’s lighter weight, more durable and longer lasting vs. blinds made of inferior/heavier fiberglass or laminated plastic.

A Shadow Hunter® Blind features premium aluminum siding and a multi-layer structure that’s well-insulated, all to provide you with a comfortable hunt.

• Exclusive construction-grade aluminum siding ensures a lifetime of no-maintenance hunting.
• Rodent-proof mesh that keeps rodents from chewing the floor.
• The floor is also factory-coated with a commercial grade acrylic waterproofing.
• Exclusive Vengeance™ camo is bonded to surface.
• Multi-layer construction means superior sound and scent control.
• Well-insulated walls and ceiling (one-inch foam) for all-season comfort.

Thanks to ShadowTech™ design – rust proof aluminum exterior, multi-layer construction, structurally insulated panels – our blinds are lighter weight, more durable and longer lasting than inferior fiberglass or laminated plastic blinds and ensure you’re hunting in absolute comfort!

Designed for function

Shadow Hunter® blinds are designed to make your hunting experience a success. They are quiet, they contain scent well, they offer an exceptional field of view and shootability and feature the absolute best shooting-window system available.

Shadow Hunter® Silent Window™ System offers one-handed adjustment up and down and to any degree of open.

A hunting blind is only as good as it’s shooting window system. That’s why we designed the ultra-quiet, easy-to-use Shadow Hunter® Silent Window™ System.

• One-handed operation
• Absolutely quiet opening/closing
• Adjusts to any degree of open
• Does not open ‘out’ for game to see
• Drawcord locks into place with one hand thanks to revolutionary SlotLock™ system
• Oversized for optimal field of view, maximizes shooting opportunity

“Shadow Hunter blinds enable me to consistently place myself within effective arrow range of savvy whitetails. Best of all, I can do it while sitting within the comforts of a roomy and quiet blind.”

— Tom Nelson
American Archer

Built for comfort

Shadow Hunter® blinds are built for comfort and designed for function, all so you can Hunt Longer and have a better experience.

Featuring ShadowTech™ design – rust proof aluminum exterior, multi-layer construction, structurally insulated panels – our blinds are lighter weight, more durable and longer lasting than inferior fiberglass or laminated plastic blinds and ensure you’re hunting in absolute comfort!
**MARKSMAN**

The octagon is the ultimate shape for a hunting blind. Eight sides mean 360° of uninterrupted view and shooting opportunities. Shadow Hunter® Marksmans blinds give you this plus all of the innovative features Shadow Hunter® is known for.

**Marksmans standard features:**
- Aluminum rust-proof exterior
- Fully insulated walls, ceilings
- Silent window system
- Carpeted floor for noise reduction
- Acrylic waterproof floor coating
- Rodent-proof flooring
- Upper and lower vents
- Vengeance™ camo
- Interior/exterior locking door handle
- Weapon holder or hanger
- Storage shelves
- Interior peak height of 77°
- Double coat hook
- 32” or 40” door openings
- Handicap accessible

---

**5x6 Octagon Combo**  Archery, Gun/Crossbow  
(MM66OC)  
- 1-2 person blind  
- 8 total shooting windows:  
  4 vertical archery (8” x 24.5”)  
  4 Universal Windows (14” x 24.5”)  
- 32” Door Opening

**6x6 Octagon Archery**  
(MM66OA)  
- Multi-person blind  
- 8 total shooting windows:  
  All vertical, 4 ea. on back wall, door & each side  
  (14” x 24.5”)  
  4 ea. each corner (8” x 24.5”)  
- Two storage shelves  
- Ceiling-mounted bow holder  
- 40” Door Opening

**6x6 Octagon Combo**  Archery, Gun/Crossbow  
(MM66UC)  
- Multi-person blind  
- 6 total shooting universal windows  
  2 each on two sides (24.5” x 14’)  
  1 each on both ends (24.5” x 14’)  
- Three shooting rails  
- Two storage shelves  
- One weapon holder  
- 40” Door Opening

**5x6 Octagon Archery**  
(MM66OA)  
- Multi-person blind  
- 8 total shooting windows:  
  All vertical, 4 ea. on back wall, door & each side  
  (14” x 24.5”)  
  4 ea. each corner (8” x 24.5”)  
- Two storage shelves  
- Ceiling-mounted bow holder  
- 40” Door Opening

**5x6 Octagon Combo**  Archery, Gun/Crossbow  
(MM66UC)  
- Multi-person blind  
- 6 total shooting universal windows  
  2 each on two sides (24.5” x 14’)  
  1 each on both ends (24.5” x 14’)  
- Three shooting rails  
- Two storage shelves  
- One weapon holder  
- 40” Door Opening

---

**OUTDOORSMAN**

If you want a Shadow Hunter® that you can get to more remote hunting spots or if you want to save on shipping costs, Outdoorsman kit blinds are the answer! Easy to assemble and hard to beat!

**Outdoorsman standard features:**
- ShadowTech™ rust-proof aluminum exterior; construction-grade aluminum siding
- Shadow Comfort™ fully insulated walls/ceiling, stay warm when it’s cold, cool when it’s warm
- Shadow Hunter® Silent Window System™ adjustable windows; quietly adjust up/down to any degree of open
- Shadow Flow™ dual venting; provides superior air circulation
- Shadow Mesh™ rodent-proof flooring; keeps chewing rodents at bay

**4x6 Combo**  Archery, Crossbow, Gun  
(OD46BGK – Fully Assembled OD46BGK-A)  
- 1-2 person blind  
- 6 total shooting windows  
  2 horizontal on each side (8” x 24.5”)  
  1 horizontal universal on each end (24.5” x 14”)  
- 32” Door Opening

**5x6 Gun/Crossbow**  
(OD56UK – Fully Assembled OD56UK-A)  
- 1-2 person blind  
- 6 total shooting windows All horizontal universal, two each on the sides, one each on the ends (24.5” x 14”)  
- Two shelves (one corner, one upper)  
- One weapon holder  
- 32” Door Opening

---

**MAKING YOUR OWN BLIND?**

Now you can use the same Silent Window System found on Shadow Hunter blinds in your blind!

**Archery Silent Window Kit System**  
(SHSSBW) – 2 PER BOX  
Kit includes two 8” x 24.5” Silent Shadow Window Systems

**Universal Silent Window Kit System**  
(SHSSUW) – 1 PER BOX  
Kit includes two 14” x 24.5” Universal Silent Window Systems

**CHECK OUT OUR OUTDOORSMAN INSTALLATION VIDEOS!**

Scan this code with your phone or tablet.